TargetMaster Range Rules
Range Fee is charged per Person that Enters the room
-even if you do NOT shoot.
ALWAYS:

All Magazines Must Be Unloaded for AMMO Inspection

Always Treat all firearms as though they were loaded
Always Keep the muzzle pointed down range - ALWAYS
Always Keep your finger outside the trigger guard until you are ready to fire
Always Be sure of your target and what is behind it
Always Use ONLY the lane that is assigned to you
Always Keep firearms cased or holstered anywhere but the firing line
Always Case & Uncase all weapons in the firing booth, never behind the red line
Always Stay between the booth walls while firing, both you and the gun
Always Load only inside the booth at the firing line on the table in front of you
You and your Guns must be FORWARD of the RED Line at all times
Always Use ONLY our ammunition in our Rental Guns
Always Use your sights, both front and rear (or functioning optic)
Always Wear Hearing protection while on the range
Always Use paper or cardboard targets ONLY
Always Collect only your brass or sweep it forward and throw your trash away

NEVER:
Never Bring firearms that are malfunctioning out of the range
Never Disturb the other shooters while on the range
Never Shoot Class III weapons on burst or auto fire
Never Rapid Fire in an uncontrolled manner, No Binary Triggers, No FRTs
Never Shoot from the hip or bump fire(bump stocks) a weapon
Never Draw from a holster without prior approval from staff
Never Shoot any target except the one directly in front of you
Never Go down range or cross the firing line
Never Throw trash in front of the firing line – trash cans are located behind you
Never Bring alcohol on the property or consume it before coming here
Never Smoke on the range – cigarette ash can cause fires
Never Shoot rifles on the pistol range (Rimfire and rifles in 9mm etc are ok)
Never Shoot pistol calibers larger than 44 magnum on the pistol range
Never Shoot 50 BMG on either range
Never Use any projectiles with steel, bimetal or tracers (copper & lead FMJ is ok)
Never Use slugs or steel shot in shotguns
Never Use black powder weapons
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* We reserve the right to inspect and disallow any ammo or firearm from the range
* People who have never shot a firearm before will need to have someone who is
experienced with firearms to directly supervise them for their first time.
* No non-staff commercial instructors are allowed
*Anyone under the age of 18 needs to have an adult DIRECTLY supervising them at all
times while on the range and in the store.
* In the event of a problem, TargetMaster staff may call a ceasefire.
* Everyone over the age of 18 years old is required to provide a valid (nonexpired)
primary governmental photo ID card. (ie… Drivers License, State ID card, Passport)
* Payment for all goods and services are due at the end of the shooting session.
* Range Fee is charged per Person that Enters the room-even if you do NOT shoot.
We reserve the right to remove or bar anyone from the range.
If you see someone behaving in an unsafe manner, get a TargetMaster staff member
immediately - these rules are for your protection as well as ours.

Instructions for how to use the range equipment:
Please sign the liability release on the clipboard before leaving the counter.
Go only to your assigned lane number
- If for some reason that lane isn’t available, see a staff member
Pistol Range: Targets attach to the carrier by binder clips
screwed into the backside of the faceplate; there are two –
one in each corner
There is a control panel on your left side:
There are 6 Toggle Switches --------------------------------->
- Bottom switch controls target carrier – push it away to send
the target downrange and release the switch when it is at the
desired distance, opposite to return it. Please don’t let the
carrier slam front or rear.

Rifle Range: Tape your target on the carrier at eye level but under the black line.
---- There is a control panel on your left side:
When you are finished, please either collect only your brass or
sweep it forward and throw your trash away in the trash cans
that are located behind you.

